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Chapter 3 answers for drivers ed

Aceable Level 4, Chapter 1: Drive as you practice well-rested drivers make safe decisions through ________ and __________ ANS: Warning observations and rapid reactions. Why would i get an extra room on the road outside the country? 1. Suddenly they can stop to see the sights. 2. They may have more stop to do. 3. They may not know the roads. 4. All choices are correct
ANS: All choices are correct If the vehicle is on the tail, what should you do? If the vehicle is by your side, what should you do? Accelerate the accelerator and let them pass. What is a comment drive? ANS: Indicate the steps you take to drive. Aceable Level 4, Chapter 2: Wake up, acelet Which time period is the hardest to pay attention to and therefore the most dangerous to
drive? 12:00 a.m. to 6 p.m. Why don't you start traveling late at night? You'll kill yourself more when it comes later. All of the following options are good strategies for preventing fatigue, EXCEPT: Isn't it a good strategy to prevent fatigue? It's more aggressive driving. Aceable Level 4, Chapter 3: Calm aggressive drivers can be dangerous because they face other drivers and
____________ A) Fall asleep at the wheel B) Drive unymovable C) Do not answer questions D) Drive huge ANS vehicles: B) Drive reckless What is some aggressive drivers do? 1. Slam the brakes. 2. Changing lanes without signalling. 3. Follow the other drivers too carefully. 4. All choices are correct ANS: All choices are correct Seth is stuck in rush traffic, and the truck follows
him too closely. What's he going to do? You should change your seat belts as soon as possible to avoid this aggressive driver. What step should he take to take care of a safe driver when he's being a little drunk by another driver? Take a deep breath.
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